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Massive Parallelism for Combinatorial Problems
Massive parallelism is a design paradigm in computer architecture which trades the complexity of sequential
processing units for many simpler units operating in parallel [1]. Massively parallel architectures have a
higher theoretical throughput than a similar sequential architecture, because many of the transistors which
would otherwise be committed to inefficient optimisations are instead available for additional cores; thus,
increasing the overall throughput of the device [1].

Many contemporary research projects have investigated the use of massively parallel computer devices to
accelerate computation [2, 3, 4]. One such device is the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU.)The GPU has become
ubiquitous with compute driven science due to its wide support base for HPC and its low cost. GPU driven
HPC applications are found in a number of data driven research fields such as bioinformatics [4].

Our work leverages massively parallel platforms to accelerate combinatorial problems. A central idea of the
research is a model. The model is used to describe the structure of algorithms which solve combinatorial
problems on massively parallel platforms.

The model emphasises two central ideas:
- Data parallelism
- Collaboration between solvers
These two mechanisms ought to lead to a faster execution of each step of the algorithm and an increase in the
rate of convergence of the system as a whole.

We present an overview of the model as well as a review of two contemporary massively parallel platforms
– the GPU and the Convey FPGA Hybrid Computer – investigating their architectures and providing a brief
review of contemporary research being aided by these platforms.
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